
Timeslips 2018 (July 2017) adds the following enhancements:  
 
Enhancement # 01: Quick Bills allow you to build a bill all in one screen.  
 
Details: Use the new Quick Bill feature (select Bills > Quick Bill) to create and print a bill quickly. Often, these 
bills are used for one-time clients that you create while you set up the bill and close after you print the bill. 
 

(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2016) 
 
Enhancement #02: Fee Allocation can now track up to 10 categories. 
 
Details: Fee Allocation had been limited to up to three timekeeper categories. It has now been expanded up to 
10 timekeeper categories. 
 

(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2017) 
 
Enhancement #03: Set the start day of the work week. 
 
Details: In General Settings (select Setup > General), you can now use the Aging Periods page to set the 
start day of your workweek. This setting affects reports that total amounts by week (such as the Weekly Slip 
Totals report) and optionally affects the order of days on the time sheet. 
 

(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2017) 
 
Enhancement #04: Timeslips now shows hints in name lists when My Lists are active. 
 
Details: Within Timeslips Information, you’ve been able to use the My List Setup tab to set up My Lists for 
each timekeeper. These lists limit the clients and activities available to you to speed up data entry, but if you 
didn’t know they were active, you might think a name is missing. Timeslips now includes a hint at the top of a 
name list when My Lists are active. 
 

(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2017) 
 

Enhancement #05: Optionally show company email address on pre-bill worksheets. 
 
Details: When printing pre-bill worksheets for your clients, you can include clients’ contact information at the 
top of their worksheet. You can now also include their email address. 
 

(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2017) 
 
 
  



Enhancement #06: New bill layout options to control page breaks before the consolidated bill summary. 
 
Details: When setting up bills for consolidated billing, you can now control if there is a page break before the 
consolidated billing summary. When editing a bill layout, select Section > Configure Layout Sections to 
review project options. 
 

(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2017) 
 
Enhancement #07: Several areas should now experience improved performance: 
 
Details:  

● If your database includes a lot of consolidated bills, opening the Reprint Bills list (select Bills > Reprint 
Bills) could be slow. You can now unmark the ‘Show consolidated projects separately’ option to 
improve performance. 

● You can use the Split Billing Rules dialog box (select Bills > Split Billing Rules) to maintain split 
billing. If you have a lot of rules, this list could open slowly. 

● When working with timesheets, the list of timesheet templates (select Slips > Time Sheet > Slip 
Templates) loads much faster.  

● Fee Allocations report and Fee Allocation by Period report have been optimized to generate much 
faster. 

● Timekeeper Collections report and Timekeeper Collections by Period report have been optimized to 
generate much faster. 

 
(Note: This enhancement was added to Timeslips Premium in March 2017) 

 
Enhancement #08: eCenter Data Transfer Utility is now part of Timeslips. 
 
Details: In previous versions, eCenter users would run the Data Transfer Utility to synchronize names between 
Timeslips and eCenter and download slips to Timeslips. Now users can run the synchronization from within 
Timeslips.  
 
Select Special > eCenter > Settings to set up this link with your eCenter credentials. Select Special > 
eCenter > Transfer Data to synchronize data. This process now provides a preview of changes before you 
synchronize data. 
 
Enhancement #09: View all reports in one list. 
 
Details: On the Report List (select Reports > Billing), you can now view all available reports in one list. At the 
bottom of the list, mark “Show All Reports group” to enable this new tab. 
 
When working with the new All Reports tab, a “Search for report” field is available. Enter text in this field to 
search for reports. Timeslips will list reports that match your text in either the report name or the report type. 
For example, type Graph to review all available graph reports. 
 
 
 
 
  



Service Release for July 2017 (Timeslips Premium) adds the following enhancements:  
 
Enhancement #01: eCenter Data Transfer Utility is now part of Timeslips. 
 
Details: In previous versions, eCenter users would run the Data Transfer Utility to synchronize names between 
Timeslips and eCenter and download slips to Timeslips. Now users can run the synchronization from within 
Timeslips.  
 
Select Special > eCenter > Settings to set up this link with your eCenter credentials. Select Special > 
eCenter > Transfer Data to synchronize data. This process now provides a preview of changes before you 
synchronize data. 
 
Enhancement #02: View all reports in one list. 
 
Details: On the Report List (select Reports > Billing), you can now view all available reports in one list. At the 
bottom of the list, mark “Show All Reports group” to enable this new tab. 
 
When working with the new All Reports tab, a “Search for report” field is available. Enter text in this field to 
search for reports. Timeslips will list reports that match your text in either the report name or the report type. 
For example, type Graph to review all available graph reports. 

   



Service Release for July 2017 (Timeslips Premium) fixes the following problems:  
 
Issue #01: Inactive references can be saved on new slips or time sheet templates. 
 
Details: If you set up a required reference for a client (select Names > Client References) and then make that 
reference inactive or closed, Timeslips can still use that reference on slips.  
(Ref: 24164) 
 
Issue #02: Timesheet entries for overhead clients are not saved as Do Not Bill slips. 
 
Details: You can set up clients as Overhead clients, so that new slips created for them will default to a Do Not 
Bill billing status (see the Contact Info page of Client Information). If you use timesheet (select Slips > Time 
Sheet > Slip Entry), slips for that client do not default to Do Not Bill. 
(Ref: 24181) 
 
Issue #03: Filtering the slip list can cause a Query Error on the notes table. 
 
Details: When viewing the Time and Expense Slip List (select Slips > Time and Expense Slips), you can 
click the Selection button to filter the list of slips. If you filter by date in a database with many slips, there was a 
rare case the displayed an Query Error on the notes table. 
(Ref: 24175) 
 
Issue #04: When creating a new client with a balance due, the accounts receivable balance is not updated 
properly. 
 
Details: When creating a new client, you can enter a starting balance for that client (see the Balance page of 
Client Information). When you save the client, each balance is converted to an invoice transaction, but the 
client’s balance due is not updated properly. 
(Ref: 24166) 
 
Issue #05: When setting up split bill values, decimal precision for that entry may not be correct. 
 
Details: When setting up split bills for clients (select Bills > Split Billing Rules), if you use fractions of a 
percentage for clients, the total split amount may not be correct  
(Ref: 24167) 
 
Issue #06: Client rounding does not affect replacement slips but it is reflected in bill totals. 
 
Details: When using replacement slips (select Slips > Replacement Slips) for clients with rounding set up 
(see the Charges page of Client Information), replacement slip values were not being rounded, but bill totals 
were being rounded. 
(Ref: 24149) 
 
 
  



Issue #07: Printing bills for clients using Percent Complete arrangements could cause an error if Fee 
Allocation was disabled. 
 
Details: You can use Features Enabled (select Setup > Features Enabled) to hide features that your firm 
does not use. If you disable the Fee Allocation feature, clients using Percent Complete flat fees (see the 
Arrangements page of Client Information) may show an error when you print bills. 
(Ref: 24150) 
 
Issue #08: Exporting multiple LEDES 1998b clients at once could cause incorrect slip dates. 
 
Details: When exporting multiple LEDES 1998b clients to file at once, if you’re using the “Start and End dates 
come from selected slips” option, all clients will use the slip dates from the first client. 
(Ref: 24151) 
 
Issue #09: For consolidated bills, as envelope should only print for the master client. 
 
Details: When printing and approving bills, you can optionally print matching envelopes. If the bill run included 
consolidated clients, envelopes for individual projects were printed. 
(Ref: 24173) 
 
Issue #10: Cover page values can inflate when printing consolidated bills to display and then printer. 
 
Details: When printing consolidated bills, you can include a cover page that includes consolidated totals for all 
projects. When print this type of bill to display and then to printer, totals on the bill can be inflated if the master 
client is not the first project on the bill. 
(Ref: 24189) 
 
Issue #11: Percent complete phase names should be limited to 40 characters. 
 
Details: When setting up a percent complete flat fee (see the Arrangements page of Client Information), you 
can name each phase of the project. You could enter over 40 characters even though only 40 would show on 
the bill. 
(Ref: 24187) 
 
Issue #12: When billing, new reprint bill images can remove bill images for proof and internal bills. 
 
Details: When you print bills, Timeslips create images of them that you can reprint later (select Bills > Reprint 
Bills). During this process, if the client is at its maximum bill images, Timeslips removes the oldest image to 
make room for the new image being created. If that oldest image was an internal invoice, then Timeslips could 
incorrectly remove all internal and all proof stage bill images from Reprint. 
(Ref: 24204) 
 
Issue #13: When approving a bill for a client, you may be prompted to email a bill to another client. 
 
Details: You can set up a client so you can send bills to them by email when you approve bills (see the 
Invoices page of Client Information). When using this feature, you could be prompted to send bills to a client by 
email when you approve a bill for another client. 
(Ref: 24179) 



 
Issue #14: Billing Assistant will not print balance-only bills. 
 
Details: You can use Billing Assistant (select Bills > Billing Assistant) to review and print bills for clients. 
However, if clients only had a previous balance (not new charges of any kind), Billing Assistant would not print 
the bill. 
(Ref: 24170) 
 
Issue #15: Transferring unapplied money through Billing Assistant may cause an AV error. 
 
Details: When you have a payment with unapplied money, you can transfer that money elsewhere. You can 
do this by clicking Transfer Money within the payment. Starting this process through Billing Assistant open 
could result in an AV error.  
(Ref: 24203) 
 
Issue #16: Slips and collections info is not being updated is you complete a job-based billing arrangement, but 
do not print another bill. 
 
Details: If you use a Job-based billing arrangement (see the Arrangements page of Client Information), 
Timeslips expected you to mark the billing arrangement as Complete and then print another bill in order to 
update billed slip values and timekeeper collection information. It can now update these types of data at the 
time you mark a billing arrangement as complete or when you switch to another type of billing arrangement.  
(Ref: 24199) 
 
Issue #17: When completing a job-based flat fee, the internal job ID was not updated for the next job. 
 
Details: If you use a Job-based billing arrangement (see the Arrangements page of Client Information), 
Timeslips uses a job ID to group charges and transactions related to that job. Upon completion of the billing 
arrangement, that ID was not incremented for the next job, so transactions were grouped incorrectly on 
corresponding reports. 
(Ref: 24200) 
 
Issue #18: Filtering the pre-bill worksheet by custom fields can show funds account details differently. 
 
Details: When printing pre-bill worksheets (select Bills > Pre-bill worksheet), you can use selection filters to 
choose which clients to include in the run. Filtering by custom fields could affect the detail of funds accounts on 
the worksheet.  
(Ref: 24190) 
 
Issue #19: On statements, invoice numbers may be hidden within payment distribution.  
 
Details: When printing statements (select Bills > Generate Statements), you can show how each payment 
was distributed to invoices. When showing this detail, the associated invoice numbers may be hidden. 
(Ref: 24177) 
 
 
  



Issue #20: Printing statements to Display and then to printer could cause an AV2 error. 
 
Details: You can print statements (select Bills > Generate Statements) to display to preview them, and then 
print them to printer or PDF from there. If some of the clients were in Proof stage, this process could cause an 
AV2 error. 
(Ref: 24191) 
 
Issue #21: Including descriptions on user-defined invoice listing can cause an error. 
 
Details: When printing the user-defined invoice listing (select Reports > A/R Transactions), if you include 
Description on the report, you may receive an error when printing the report. 
(Ref: 24162) 
 
Issue #22: Private text cannot be hidden on user-defined slip reports. 
 
Details: When entering slip descriptions, you can set some text as private. This text is typically hidden on 
reports and bills, but it was not hidden on user-defined slip reports (select Reports > Slips). 
(Ref: 24186) 
 
Issue #23: Subtotalling the A/R Transaction Listing report by Payment Type may show incorrect subtotal 
headings. 
 
Details: When printing the A/R Transaction Listing report (select Reports > A/R Transactions), you can sort 
and subtotal the results. If you subtotal by Payment Type, the subtotal headings all show Unknown.  
(Ref: 24185) 
 
Issue #24: Subtotalling the Funds with Running Balances report by custom fields may show incorrect subtotal 
headings. 
 
Details: When printing the Funds with Running Balances report (select Reports > Funds Transactions), you 
can sort and subtotal the results. If you subtotal by nickname or by date custom field, the subtotal headings 
display incorrectly.  
(Ref: 24186) 
 
Issue #25: Subtotalling the Aged Client Investment report by custom fields may cause an AV error. 
 
Details: When printing the Aged Client Investment report (select Reports > Client), you can sort and subtotal 
the results. If you subtotal by two levels of timekeeper custom field, you may receive an AV error.  
(Ref: 24193) 
 
Issue #26: Client Budgets by None report ignore the Client Selection filter. 
 
Details: When printing Client Budgets reports, you can use filters to determine which clients to include on the 
report. The Client Selection filter was not affecting the report. 
(Ref: 24178) 
 
 
  



Issue #27: On user-defined slip reports, the BSV - A/R field did not reflect accounts receivable transactions. 
 
Details: When setting up User-Defined Slip Listing reports, you can include the BSV - AR (Amount Due) field 
on the report. This field should list the billed slip value for each slip, subtracting any accounts receivable 
transaction applied against the slip. This field was not considering the accounts receivable transactions. 
(Ref: 24198) 
 
Issue #28: Timekeeper Collections reports may exclude data when only showing totals. 
 
Details: When printing Timekeeper Collections reports (select Reports > Timekeeper) you can use the Sort 
and Subtotal tab to sort and subtotal entries. If you subtotal entries and use the option to “Only show subtotals 
and grand totals”, some totals may be excluded from the report. 
(Ref: 24201) 
 
Issue #29: Timekeeper Collections reports may exclude data for closed Timekeepers 
 
Details: When printing Timekeeper Collections reports (select Reports > Timekeeper), details for closed 
timekeepers was not appearing on the report.  
(Ref: 24202) 
 
Issue #30: Posted payments with suspense are not reposted after suspense is applied to bill. 
 
Details: If you post a payment that includes a suspense amount (an amount that is not applied to an invoice), 
that payment is not reposted after you apply the suspense amount and generate a new bill. 
(Ref: 24192) 
 
Issue #31: No Charge default for clients may not transfer to eCenter. 
 
Details: You can set up clients so that new slips created for them will default to a No Charge billing status (see 
the Contact Info page of Client Information). If you use eCenter, this status is not transferred properly for 
creating slips in eCenter. 
(Ref: 24168) 
 
Issue #32: The Slip Note indicator in Data Entry Assistant may show incorrectly. 
 
Details: When reviewing slips in Data Entry Assistant (select Special > Data Entry Assistant), if one slip has 
a slip note, then the slip note icon appears for all displayed slips. 
(Ref: 24172) 
 
Issue #33: Some preference changes are not saved. 
 
Details: You can use personal preferences (select Setup > Preferences) to customize Timeslips on your 
workstation. Some preference changes (such as “Field Order in Slip Entry”, “Backup the Database” on Exit, 
Classic navigator template, and many of the Grammar options) were not being saved to the preference file. 
(Ref: 24184) 
 
 
  



Issue #34: Several issues were corrected with TSImport  
 
Details: When importing new clients from delimited files, if custom fields were blank for some records, 
TSImport would use the values from the next record. When importing slips from fixed length files, the import 
could fail. When importing slips from delimited files, multiple slips could be created if the last field in an import 
record was blank. 
(Ref: 24194) 
 
Issue #35: Timeslips backup service can take up large amount of CPU. 
 
Details: The Timeslips backup service (TSService.exe) can take up a large amount of CPU on the Timeslips 
database server. 
(Ref: 24146) 
 
Issue #36: Some filters may not work properly in Timeslips Today. 
 
Details: When viewing Timeslips Today as part of the navigator (select Special > Navigator), some filters may 
not work properly. For example, the Bank Account filter on the Client Funds Account List dialog box.. 
(Ref: 24195) 
 
Issue #37: Showing the Hours column on the Slip List in Timeslips Today can cause some formatting issues. 
 
Details: When viewing Timeslips Today separately from the navigator (select Special > Sage Timeslips 
Today > Show Sage Timeslips Today), including the Hours column on the Slip List causes some formatting 
problems. 1) The Hours in each row show in HH:MM:SS format instead of HH.DD, and 2) the totals at the 
bottom are shifted one column, so they are incorrect. 
(Ref: 24196) 
 
Issue #38: You cannot sort the Slip List in Timeslips Today. 
 
Details: When viewing Timeslips Today (select Special > Sage Timeslips Today > Show Sage Timeslips 
Today), changing the sort options for the Slip List does not affect the Slip List. 
(Ref: 24197) 
 


